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Abstract. To this day, as a result of increasing PLM penetration and continuously changing company structures, several PLM solutions have evolved over
time and now exist in parallel within many companies. Disharmonized PLM solutions can impede productivity and flexibility in cross-division cooperation and
company-internal reorganization projects. A lot of companies carry out PLM
harmonization projects with the goal of improving their current situation due to
an optimal coordination, adaptation, and standardization of their existing PLM
solutions. The present paper introduces a comprehensive framework which
supports fundamental decisions that have to be made in this context. This
framework allows an objectified determination of harmonization concepts by
using both directly and non-directly monetarily quantifiable measures taking into account the perspectives of all of the actors involved. This approach emerged
from the experiences gained from several industrial use cases, including the one
that is illustrated in this paper.
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1

Current Situation

Over the past two decades, the penetration of Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) in industrial companies has constantly increased. This applies to the different
engineering disciplines (mechanics, electronics, software, hydraulics, etc.) as well as
to the different product lifecycle phases downstream the product development (production planning, services, etc.) [1], [12]. To this day, as a result of increasing PLM
penetration, several PLM solutions have evolved and now exist in parallel in many
companies. These historically grown solutions are, for the most part, very strongly
oriented towards division-specific requirements but they have not or only partially
been coordinated. In addition to this organic evolution within the companies, mergers
and acquisitions of companies or company divisions escalate PLM heterogeneity.
This heterogeneity is mainly evident from the large number of PLM IT systems employed [1], but can equally concern PLM strategy-, PLM process-, PLM method-, and
PLM actor-related components [2], [15]. The unplanned heterogeneity in industrial
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PLM landscapes is permanently increasing within globally distributed and continuously changing engineering organization structures [4]. Hence, disharmonized PLM
solutions can impede productivity and flexibility in cross-division cooperation or
company-internal reorganization projects. By carrying out PLM harmonization projects, companies pursue the goal of improving their current situation by means of
suitable coordination, adaptation, and standardization of existing PLM solutions. As
an example, the harmonization of several company divisions may concern the mutually used part names or part numbers exclusively without requiring changes of the used
PLM systems.
In most cases, neither an exhaustive company-wide PLM standardization, nor retaining the heterogeneous, current state provide an optimal solution to a PLM harmonization that is oriented towards company-specific requirements. Instead, a harmonization concept geared to strategic, organizational, and economic goals has to be developed, which must be based on a simultaneous and thus complex detail consideration of any of the involved PLM solutions. This task involves fundamental harmonization decisions that should bring out the optimal harmonization concept. These harmonization decisions directly determine the scale of required changes to the existing
PLM solutions. They are characterized by
• high complexity due to the diversity of the involved company divisions, PLM
components, lifecycle phases, and possible concept alternatives,
• diverging individual interests and targets of formal and informal actors with a
broad range of different personal experiences, domain knowledge, and subjective
preferences,
• far-reaching and difficult-to-predict consequences that may lead to severe repercussions on the project and corporate success, and
• ambiguous decision-making structures within the company due to the scarcity of
occurrence and a lack of awareness.
Making these harmonization decisions faces PLM decision makers and planners
with challenges that are difficult to overcome. Nowadays, such decisions are usually
made without any methodical support. Thus, the pursued harmonization concept highly depends on subjective preferences, political influences, informal power structures,
and the assertiveness of the individual actors. Poorly substantiated harmonization
decisions often lead to consequences of which decision makers are only partially
aware (e.g. costs or risks) and that are not accepted and supported by the majority of
PLM actors (e.g. users).
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Requirements

In order to prevent these problems and as a basis for successful PLM harmonization initiatives, a suitable Harmonization Decision Framework (HDF) is mandatory.
This HDF must enable PLM decision makers and planners to make methodical and
objective decisions that are consequently geared towards top-level targets of the company through

• simultaneous consideration of the design of several PLM solutions,
• holistic consideration of the PLM solutions to be harmonized, i.e. the PLM levels
of PLM strategy, PLM processes, PLM methods, PLM IT systems (data included)
and PLM actors (PLM users, several PLM specialists, PLM planners, PLMrelevant decision makers and project sponsors) [2],
• identification and demarcation of harmonization decision-relevant components of
all PLM solutions considered,
• systematic consideration of interactions between PLM components to be actively
harmonized and PLM components influenced by this procedure,
• generic focus on any PLM harmonization components that are to be addressed use
case-specifically,
• scalability and adaptability to support company-specific harmonization decision
problems,
• objective alignment with company-wide and division-specific targets and constraints,
• consideration of the perspectives and subjective preferences of the decision makers
in a balanced target system,
• prospective evaluation of direct and indirect monetary effects of harmonization
concept alternatives on all PLM levels,
• flexible applicability combined with different PLM procedure models,
• practicability with regard to the resources required for the application of the HDF
(personalized skills, knowledge and experiences, additional information provided,
expenses and duration of the application).

3

Related Methods and Works

The HDF addresses a methodical support that is required for PLM harmonization
projects. In the course of the establishment of PLM and its previous evolutionary
phases, in particular Product Data Management (PDM), a multitude of procedure
models for methodical support of PLM projects has been developed. The most important works related to this paper are presented and briefly discussed in the following:
The VDI 2219 guideline published by the Association of German Engineers (VDI)
focuses on the introduction and economics of EDM/PDM systems [17]. It can be
considered a reference to the scope of the project phases to cover a classic introduction of a new EDM/PDM system. In this context, EDM/PDM system selection decisions are methodically supported. VDI 2219 does not address decision problems that
emerge within the scope of the simultaneous design of several existing PLM solutions. Moreover, it strongly focuses on IT systems. PDM and PLM system selection
decisions are also addressed in works by [3], [8] and [10].
The German Machine and Plant Engineering Association (VDMA) has developed
a guideline for the creation of company-specific PLM concepts that focuses on PLM
introduction and extension whilst taking the existing PLM components into account
[18]. From the elaborated PLM concept, a decision paper, i.e. the solution space con-

fined to the implementation and non-implementation of the concept, has been derived.
This guideline, however, does not address the fact that there are several existing PLM
solutions and concept alternatives for their design.
Within the scope of transfer area No. 57, funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), a guideline for the evaluation and selection of system-independent
PLM reference processes has been developed [14]. The maturity level-based evaluation method elaborated for this purpose focuses on the evaluation of improvement
potentials of company-specific current state processes via the developed PLM reference processes. The evaluation method is primarily geared to PLM processes and
therefore does not provide any instruments for an integrated evaluation of PLM harmonization concept alternatives.
Furthermore, there are several IT-related PLM standards that support the exchange
and management of product data. One of the most important ones is the ‘Standard for
the Exchange of Product model data’ (STEP) released by the International Standard
Organization [11]. As a part of STEP, application protocol 239 that provides a generic
‘Product Lifecycle Support’ (PLCS) [7] can be particularly relevant with regard to
special information technical aspects when modeling PLM harmonization concept
alternatives.
The procedure model developed by Trippner aims at the creation of the prerequisites for a continuous control of product data management in complex and dynamic
product development processes [16]. This PDM system-centered approach is based on
continuous organizational structuring of companies into PDM fractals and PDM central areas. In this case, only escalation options are mentioned whereas methodical
planning of decisions on competing alternatives for a design of several PLM solutions
is not in the focus of the procedure model.
To start with, in his empirical study “Do IT Smart”, Höfener has developed a
method for the evaluation of the strategic benefit of integrated product data management [6]. This method aims at supporting a decision for or against PLM investments
by prospectively evaluating the benefit of the PLM system, with respect to the typology of the company in question. It is strongly IT system-oriented and also considers
impacts on processual and strategic targets that are difficult to quantify. Höfener’s
approach, however, does not support cross-division harmonization concept decisions
for heterogeneous PLM solutions within a company.
Schabacker describes a method for the evaluation of company-specific PLM benefits that is based on a model of the finance portfolio theory [13]. This method considers both directly and non-directly monetarily quantifiable PLM benefits. The availability of mathematical functions that describe experiences concerning benefits and
risks in analytic terms, however, is mandatory for the applicability of the method. The
requirements for a Harmonization Decision Framework as described above are only
partially met by the method suggested by Schabacker, particularly with respect to
flexibility and practicability.
Thus, existing methods and models for the support of PLM projects emphasize the
field of introducing and optimizing singular PLM solutions as well as the decision on
the PLM system to be applied, which is often central in this context. The PLM har-

monizatioon project req
quirements foor a methodicaal support of harmonizatioon concept
decisionss are, howeverr, not met by tthese solutionss.
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PL
LM Harmo
onization D
Decision Frramework (HDF)
(

This section
s
introdu
uces the HDF
F, a generic methodical
m
ap
pproach that aallows the
capturingg, description, and systemattic reduction of
o the design space of decission problems thatt occur in PLM
M harmonizattion projects in a formal an
nd transparentt way. The
aim of thhe HDF is to provide
p
a usee case-configu
urable and adaaptable tool foor objectified determination of optimal harm
monization co
oncept alternaatives for an iindividual
companyy. The formulaation and evaaluation of thee concept alteernatives ensuues from a
cross-divvision perspective and takess into accoun
nt the knowled
dge and exper
eriences of
all actors involved. The HDF comprrises four succcessive stages (cf. fig. 1).
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Fig. 1.. Overview off the Harmonizzation Decisio
4.1

Sttructuring PL
LM Solutionss

A system
ms theoretical considerationn of PLM solu
utions serves as
a a basis for their capturing andd structuring. Thus, companny-specific PL
LM solutions can generallyy comprise
components of the fiv
ve PLM levelss: PLM strateegy, PLM pro
ocesses, PLM
M methods,
PLM systems and dataa, as well as P
PLM actors (ccf. figure 2). Every
E
PLM leevel is delineated by
b several con
ncrete PLM ccomponents th
hat can have interdependenncies with
other com
mponents. Corrresponding too the diversity
y of the PLM levels, the sppectrum of
possible PLM
P
compon
nents is very bbroad. As an example,
e
the expertise
e
of a user on a
PLM method and the PLM vendorr strategy can equally consstitute componnents of a
PLM soluution. With th
he aid of projeect-neutral tem
mplates, each of the conside
dered PLM
solutions is to be defin
ned and demaarcated with regard
r
to theirr scope and foocus areas
by meanss of concrete PLM
P
componeents and in a consistent
c
man
nner.

Fig. 2.. Systematizattion for the strructuring of PLM solutions
Based on this, the entirety of the identified PL
LM components can be classsified into
actively focused
f
or passsively affecteed PLM comp
ponents according to their rrole in the
respective harmonization project. T
The application of the pro
oposed system
matization
realizes a structured, trransparent oveerview of all relevant
r
PLM components tto be dealt
with.
4.2

monization Cooncept Altern
natives
Deefining Harm

The term ‘harmonizzation conceptt alternative’ refers
r
to a com
mbination of fformalized
variants of
o the PLM co
omponents to be actively fo
ocused, which
h, in turn, defi
fines a single compprehensive alteernative for thhe harmonizattion task at haand. This incluudes PLM
components of all co
ompany divissions concern
ned. Three baasic harmonizzation approaches are distinguisshed to definee these concep
pt alternatives,, each of whicch features
different degrees of harmonization ((cf. figure 3).
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Fig. 3.. Overview off the basic harm
monization ap
pproaches
Overalll standards an
nd restriction s for the scop
pe of the desig
gn of the focuused PLM
components are defineed by means of basic harm
monization ap
pproaches. Thhese basic
harmonizzation approacches can be deefined on threee aggregation
n levels, eitheer for individual PL
LM componen
nts, for groupps of PLM co
omponents, orr for entire PL
LM levels
(and all PLM
P
compon
nents includedd). The definiition of permiitted harmonizzation ap-

proaches includes the representatives of any involved division and has to be backed
by the overall-responsible PLM decision makers. Based on an exhaustive definition of
all admissible basic harmonization approaches for every PLM component, at least one
variant has to be defined for every admissible combination of a PLM component and
its respective approaches. Suitable methods and tools, in turn, should support the definition of the concrete variants. The selection and implementation of appropriate
modeling methods and tools (e.g. process and data modeling methods) is PLM component-specific and does not constitute the focus of the HDF. These activities should
be covered by the applied project procedure model [2].
4.3

Pre-Selecting Harmonization Concept Alternatives

The pre-selecting in advance of the detailed evaluation serves the elimination of
harmonization concept alternatives that do not conform to particular restrictions or
specifications. A catalog of exclusion criteria for each PLM level forms the basis for
this. These criteria define strategic requirements for the concept alternative to be pursued, the compliance of which has to be ensured by all means. The exclusion criteria
have to be defined unambiguously and must be rateable on a nominal scale marked
‘probably complied’ and ‘not complied’. Exclusion criteria can be deduced from already available project targets and constraints, from superordinate or adjacent corporate partial strategies, or from further company-specific sources. In case a concept
alternative does not fulfill any or all of the exclusion criteria, this concept alternative
is not considered further for the following stages. Hence, pre-selecting ensures the
compliance with important specifications and planning restrictions. On the other
hand, it reduces the total expenditure for decision making without impairing the quality of the decision.
4.4

Evaluating and Selecting Harmonization Concept Alternatives

The holistic evaluation forms the core of the HDF that provides a method for the
quantitative evaluation of the effects concerning the relevant target figures expected
for a concept alternative. This includes effects concerning the singular PLM solutions
involved as well as overall company-wide effects. The basis for this evaluation is a
multi-criteria target system, which has been developed following the methodical approach of the Balanced Scorecard by Kaplan and Norton [9]. This target system is
structured into the target areas of costs, benefits, and risks. The five PLM harmonization levels of PLM strategy, PLM processes, PLM methods, PLM systems, and PLM
actors constitute the evaluation perspectives that must be considered simultaneously
to achieve a holistic evaluation of the concept alternatives. The projection of the target areas on these evaluation perspectives comprises the depiction of the spectrum of
potentially occurring effects of a concept alternative (cf. figure 4). Every evaluation
perspective includes a generic set of evaluation criteria. Here criteria that are not directly monetarily quantifiable or partly subjective are also considered, apart from
those that are directly monetarily quantifiable.

PLM strategy
costs

benefits

risks

PLM methods
costs

benefits

PLM processes
top-level
corporate
targets

risks

costs

PLM systems
costs

benefits

risks

benefits

risks

PLM actors
costs

benefits

risks

Fig. 4. Evaluation perspectives and target system areas
Criteria are considered directly monetarily quantifiable if their value can be directly and analytically explained and monetarily forecasted on the basis of documented
objective information. In this case, the expected effects of a concept alternative can be
evaluated at relatively high accuracy using simple mathematical terms (e.g. software
license models and required quantity structure for the calculation of the expected
licensing costs). If possible, criteria that cannot be directly monetarily evaluated are
indirectly monetarily evaluated based on uncontroversial assumptions. As an example, the benefit of a faster part search can be estimated based on process time and staff
costs. Many criteria that can have severe repercussions on a company’s PLM success
cannot be directly or indirectly evaluated monetarily, unless at extremely high expenditures due to complex multi-causal and long-term effects. This is particularly true
for criteria of the target system areas of benefits and risks (e.g. strategic flexibility for
the chosen vendor constellation). The consideration of such non-monetarilyquantifiable criteria constitutes an integral component of the developed evaluation
method. The evaluation of non-monetarily-quantifiable criteria is made on the basis of
assessments by experts and expert collectives as representatives of criteria-specific
personalized knowledge and experiences [5].
Each of the approximately 100 evaluation criteria is specified by at least one Key
Performance Indicator (KPI), which serves as a measurement for the value of the
criteria. Each KPI is associated with a target system area and is classified according to
its monetary quantifiability. Monetarily quantifiable criteria are depicted as absolute
KPIs and measured on interval scales for the entire consideration period, generated by
monetary calculation methods. They can be used simultaneously as a basis for a Total
Costs of Ownership consideration. In contrast, non-monetarily quantifiable KPIs are
defined by discrete, pre-defined maturity levels and measured on normalized ordinal
scales or as continuous values on ratio scales. Within this work, extensive templates
defining the generic target system have been developed including both types of KPIs
for each evaluation perspective. To define a use case-specific evaluation model, these
templates can be configured as to the focused PLM components and the use casespecific requirements. They follow a consistent structure as exemplified in figure 5
below.

Fig. 5. Exxemplary exceerpt from the ttarget system templates
For the evaluation perspective
p
off ’PLM Strateegy’, the flexiibility of resoources and
licensing models, the development
d
oof synergy pottentials throug
gh homogenizzation, and
the risks of implemen
ntation are imp
mportant targetts. For the ev
valuation persppective of
‘PLM Proocesses’, how
wever, the proocess time, costs, quality, and
a complexitty are crucial targeets. The targetts in the area oof ’PLM Methods’ includee among otherrs the coverage of the
t division-sp
pecific metho d requirementts, the costs fo
or method intrroductions
and operaations, as welll as the homo genization off the methods applied. The nnumber of
the deplooyed IT system
ms and interfacces, the IT operating costs, the homogene
neity of the
data form
mats, and the support of thhe defined pro
ocess and metthod demandss with the
existing IT
I systems aree only some exxamples of targets of the ev
valuation persspective of
‘PLM Syystems’. The evaluation peerspective of ‘PLM Actors’ includes diffferent acceptance--related aims such as ensuuring the requ
uired know-ho
ow and minim
mizing the
effort of adjustment for
f PLM userrs, IT planners and admin
nistrators. Add
dditionally,
there are targets for thee consequent cconsideration of the requireements and staandards of
the responnsible top man
nagement.
Due too this evaluatio
on method, thhe effects of each concept alternative
a
are evaluated
by repressentatives of all
a the companny divisions in
nvolved, as well as companny-internal
and -exteernal experts. Thus all aspe cts considered
d in a holistic use case-speccific evaluation moodel are regarrded for everyy company div
vision involved as well as cconcerning
overall efffects. Furtherrmore, these aaspects are weeighted accord
ding to the agrreed priorities of all decision maakers. The evvaluation resullt for any con
ncept alternatiive can be
illustratedd by a harmo
onization scorrecard that visualizes targ
get conflicts oof the use
case-speccific target sy
ystem and prrovides inform
mation on dirrectly and noon-directly
monetarilly quantifiable effects. Thaat way, the reesponsible maanagers can m
make substantiatedd, objectified, and transpareent decisions as to the best harmonizatioon concept
alternativve, in line with
h their prefereences. Additio
onally, the tran
nsparent docuumentation
of the evaaluation resultts fosters the aacceptance off the actors inv
volved in the in
initiative.
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In
ndustrial Use
U Case

The deeveloped HDF
F has been im
mplemented, vaalidated, and extended
e
withhin several
industriall harmonizatio
on projects. T
The use case that is introd
duced in the following
deals witth the harmon
nization of thhe language variants
v
of a system of PL
LM terms,
which haas been implem
mented in hetterogeneous divisions
d
of a multinationaal corporation in thhe machinery and plant inddustry. This usse case was part
p of a comppany-wide
PLM harrmonization in
nitiative that concerned more
m
than 60 company
c
diviisions and
was execcuted by a pro
oject team off more than 10
00 actors. In the initial situuation, 24
PLM soluutions had to be
b distinguishhed.
As a reesult of stage 1 (i.e. structurring PLM solu
utions), the sy
ystem of termss for PLM
object atttributes (e.g. part
p names) th
that is assigneed to the PLM
M method leveel was the
only activvely focused PLM
P
componnent. In total, approximately
y 400,000 objject attributes had to be consideered, which coontained diffeerent languagees and differeent extents
of translaations. The folllowing PLM components were
w found to
o be potentially
ly passively affecteed:
• the PL
LM database concerning objject attribute terms
t
(level off PLM system
ms)
• the terrm representattion in the grapphical user interface (level of PLM systeems)
• PLM user
u know-how
w related to thhe term system
m (level of PL
LM actors)
Stage 2 (i.e. definin
ng the harmoniization concep
pt alternativess) yields that ffor the actively foccused PLM component
c
onnly basic harrmonization approach
a
III (merging)
must be pursued.
p
Sincce only one PL
LM componeent was activeely focused, itts variants
likewise correspond
c
to the harmonizzation conceptt alternatives (cf.
( fig. 6).

Fig. 6.. Overview off the harmonizzation conceptt alternatives of
o the use casee
No conncept alternative could be eexcluded in th
he pre-selectin
ng phase. Thuus, a holistic evaluaation of all off the three deffined concept alternatives ensued
e
in HDFF phase 4.
The harm
monization sccorecards of the concept alternatives exhibit
e
vastlyy different
characterristics based on
o the KPI meeasures (cf. fig.
fi 7). In casee of concept aalternative
No. 1, veery high actor--related costs (especially th
he costs of lang
guage trainingg for PLM
users) as well as high processp
and aactor-related risks
r
dominatee. Likewise, thhe costs of
a
No
o. 2 predominnantly comprrise actor-related costs andd are altoconcept alternative
gether onn a much loweer level, slightlly below the costs
c
of concept alternative No. 3.

Fig. 7. Ovverview of thee overall evaluuations of the harmonizatio
on concept alteernatives
The coosts for conceept alternativee No. 3, how
wever, mainly emerge from
m the PLM
methods for the realizaation of the terrm system thaat comprises 24
2 languages iin parallel.
Apart froom that, conccept alternativve No. 3 is ch
haracterized by
b the highesst level of
benefits (high
(
process quality, low process time, standardized high availabiility of all
object atttributes) and the
t lowest levvel of risks off any alternativ
ve. In this usee case, the
collectivee of decision makers decidded unanimou
usly and supp
ported by PLM
M experts
that the generally hig
gh level of bbenefits and the low leveel of risks oof concept
alternativve No. 3 far outweighed
o
thhe lower costss for alternativ
ve No. 2 and therefore,
alternativve No. 3 had to
o be pursued.
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Conclusion and
a Outloook

By coonducting indu
ustrial PLM hharmonization
n projects, projject teams andd decision
makers often
o
cannot cope
c
with thee task of deteermining the optimal harm
monization
concept alternative.
a
In
n this case, thhey need to ob
bjectively con
nsider the releevant constraints too all of the in
nvolved comppany divisionss, top-level sttrategic targetts, and the
effects off different harrmonization cconcept altern
natives. Moreo
over, they pur
ursue competing divvision-specific targets. Thee PLM Harmo
onization Decision Framew
work introduced in this paper hass been develooped to supporrt decision maakers and projject teams
with these challenges. Contrary to exxisting PLM procedure
p
models, the apprroach does
not addreess the introdu
uction or optim
mization of sin
ngular PLM solutions,
s
but tthe simultaneous and
a holistic deesign of severral PLM soluttions existing within a comp
mpany. The
approachh has been dev
veloped in thee context of several
s
industrrial projects ccarried out
by the Chair of IT in Mechanical E
Engineering at
a Bochum Ru
uhr-University
ty and has

been illustrated by an industrial use case in this paper. In future, it will be integrated
into a PLM harmonization framework that allows a holistic methodical support for
PLM harmonization projects, including a specific procedure model.
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